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We Will Match Any Current Web Advertised Price!

Billcon N-120 Standard US Currency Counter
http://www.currencycounterstore.com/Standard_US_Currency_Counter_1353_10962.html

OUR PRICE
LIST PRICE :
INSTANT SAVING :
SALES PRICE :
SHIPPING CHARGE :

PRODUCT ID # : 10962

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
Max. Money Counting
Speed
Min. Money Counting
Speed
Stacker Capacity
Hopper Capacity
Counterfeit Detection
Voltage

1500 banknotes/min
500 banknotes/min

Max. Piece Length
Max. Piece Width
Min. Piece Length
Min. Piece Width

200 bills
300 bills
N/A
AC100/120V/240V,
50/60
Hz volts
7.677 in.
3.94 in.
4.33 in.
2.16 in.

DIMENSIONS
Weight:
Width:
Length:
Height:

16.00 lbs.
11.02 inches
9.84 inches
8.66 inches

$1295.00
- $400.05

$894.95
FREE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Billcon N 120 Standard US Currency Counter
Model N 120 If you re looking for an affordable,
accurate and high quality note counter...your
search is over. The Billcon N Series Note
Counters offer you all this...and so much more.
Heavy duty construction, sleek design and 1,500
note per minute speed...all in one compact
machine. With the Billcon N Series you can
increase your companys productivity, and get
the ease of use, product reliability, and superior
after sales support that have made Billcon a
success in over 70 countries worldwide. FOUR
COUNTING MODES REPEAT MODE Counting
repeats automatically by a preset batch amount
100, 50, 25, 20, 10 , or manually setting any
other batch between 1 and 999. BATCH MODE
Counting stops automatically when count
reaches the preset batch amount. ADD MODE
Automatically performs accumulation count
function. COUNT MODE Normal counting
function. Can add verification function by
presetting a batch amount. The Billcon N 120
Currency Counter is a lightweight, compact bill
counter that features standard bill length
detection for US countries. An instant audible
tone works as an alarm to notify the user of
double counts, half notes and chains. A flashing
light appears on the electronic display to identify
more than ten types of possible detection
problems. The three digit LED lets you know of
detection problems and displays the current bill
count. Controls are programmable and may be
set to count a pre set batch number of notes for
deposit or storage. Counting stops at the
batched number and resumes when the hopper
is cleared. The N 120 money counter is also
ideal for counting some types of coupons, tickets
or labels depending on finish of paper stock.
FOUR COUNTING MODES REPEAT MODE
Counting repeats automatically by a preset
batch amount 100, 50, 25, 20, 10 , or manually

setting any other batch between 1 and 999.
BATCH MODE Counting stops automatically
when count reaches the preset batch amount.
ADD MODE Automatically performs
accumulation count function. COUNT MODE
Normal counting function. Can add verification
function by presetting a batch amount.
FEATURES BENEFITS New Design Space
saving size and sculpted appearance matches
any office decor. Reliable The N Series will
handle every type of note...from new and folded,
to old and limp. User Friendly New larger
buttons and easy to read LED display make
operation a snap. Quiet Operation The N Series
note counters are whisper quiet at any speed.
Instant Alarm for Error Detections Notifies user
of errors with an alarm and LED display. PLUS
New Design Space saving size and sculpted
appearance matches any office decor. With the
Billcon N Series you can increase your company
s productivity, and get the ease of use, product
reliability, and superior after sales support that s
made Billcon a success in over 70 countries
worldwide. Other Billcon Currency Counters
Available on This Site Billcon Model N 120
Currency Counter Offers variable speeds of 500,
1000, and 1500 documents per minute, variable
batch 1 999 , and error detection. Billcon Model
N 131 Currency Counter with magnetic
counterfeit detection. Billcon Model N 133
Currency Counter with magnetic and Ultraviolet
counterfeit detection.
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